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Sophisticated Silhoue�es
FURNITURE DESIGNERS ANN MARIE VERING AND BRAD ASCALON IMBUE 
RH MODERN’S NEW COLLECTIONS WITH PERSONAL POINTS OF VIEW.

Some of the pieces in RH Modern’s outdoor collections 2016 are so sublime that you just might want to keep them indoors. Indeed,
they’ve been conceived to make your garden, terrace, or deck an extension of your home. This is not patio furniture in the classic sense.
Instead, these are outdoor furnishings created with the attention to detail and sophistication that you demand of your interiors.

New York-based designer Brad Ascalon was tapped to create the Ciel Collection that takes inspiration from 50’s Danish Modernism.
Crafted in solid teak, the pieces have a low profile and balance a tension between sleek angles and rounded lines. “I really wanted to
blur the lines between indoors and outdoors with these pieces,” notes Ascalon, “to blend the organic with the geometric.”

Los Angeles-based designer Ann Marie Vering’s global aesthetic comes through in her Paros Collection. “I was inspired by a jewelry
box that I spotted in Honk Kong,” she recalls. “I liked the interplay between the wooden slats of the box and it’s plush over-stuffed
cushion interior.” She extrapolated on the idea using large teak planks anchored by metal cleats and joinery and deep cushions. The
resulting collections are warm and inviting, beckoning their owners to come and indulge in a little sun time. �

outdoor living

Amalfi lanterns 
(far left) in brass
and Ciel lounge

chairs with coffee
table (above) from

RH Modern.

Paros Collection and Ikat pillows
available from RH Modern.


